Recorded by: NW Data Source: CB Date: 8-4-97

County: Holmes Permit No.: GW-9730 DOH No.: 

1/4: NW 1/4: SE 1/4: NE Sec.: 10 TWN: 14N RNG: Q1W

Quad: Thornton Elevation: 115

Plotted on quad?: ______ In field? _______ From drillers log? _______ From permit? _______

Latitude: ______________ Longitude: ______________ GPS? _____ From quad? _______

Primary Aquifer: MRES Secondary Aquifer: ______________

Use: ______________ Well status: ____________________

Owner: Milestone Farms, Inc.

Address: ____________________

Telephone: ______________ Local Well Name: ____________________

Date drilled: 1-1-86 Driller: Larry's Well + Pump

Well depth: 85 Well diameter: 12 Pump type: ______________

Power type: ______________ Pump capacity: 2000 gpm

Screen interval(msl): 70' - 30' (land surface): 45' - 85'

Type of logs: ______________ Log interval: ______________

Initial water level(lf): ____________________ Date: ______________

Measuring point description: ____________________
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Water level data

This area for location map and notes